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A Shift toward Software 

Earlier this year, we interviewed 25 incumbent, mobile, competitive, and cable 

operators from around the world for our August 2015 Routing, NFV, and 

Packet-Optical Strategies: Global Service Provider Survey. Together these 

service providers controlled 33% of the world’s telecom capex last year. As 

always, we interviewed only knowledgeable respondents with purchase-

decision influence. 

 

The results of the survey—combined with results from past surveys—confirm 

that carriers are navigating major changes to their network investments with 

respect to SDN and NFV, including software virtual routers (vRouters) and 

virtual network functions (VNFs). 

 

This is the second year that we specifically measured the trend of router 

functions shifting to software. In our August 2015 survey, 74% to 82% of 

respondents already use, plan to use, or are likely to deploy 8 different functions 

from physical edge routers to software vRouters or VNFs running on 

commercial servers in mini data centers in next-gen COs (NG-COs, or PoPs; 

also known as Cloud COs).  
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Moving Services from Physical Routers to VNFs on Servers 

Since the advent of SDN and NFV, physical router hardware has been 

considered the low-hanging fruit for replacement by software vRouters and 

other server-based VNF software. But, it’s clear that most routers will NOT 

succumb to this evolution. The battleground for the vRouter vs. the hardware 

router in the service provider network is in the access or aggregation segments, 

where IP edge routers are used. 

 

The Battleground:  
Physical Routers and CPE vs. vRouters and VNFs 

We believe the provider edge (PE) is shaping up to be the battleground to 

implement vRouters using NFV—or vPE in ETSI terminology—replacing today’s 

conventional hardware to reduce capex, increase opex, and quicken/simplify 

delivery of new or upgraded services.  

 

Enterprises are deploying multiple services in branch offices; these 

businesses find dedicated standalone appliances or router-based functions for 

firewall (FW), intrusion detection/prevention (IDS/IPS), WAN optimization 

controller (WOC), router, and other functions to be costly, inflexible, slow to 

install, difficult to maintain, and, importantly, hard to upgrade to the next 

version and hard to change the service mix dynamically.  

 

As a result, enterprises are looking for agile outsourced alternatives, and the 

virtualization capabilities made possible by NFV represent a big business 

opportunity for service providers trying to meet the growing customer 

requirements while controlling costs because they are faced with increased 

opex and capex pressure. In addition to moving services off the physical PE 

router, carriers are going to stop using many types of physical CPE and rely 

on VNFs on commercial servers to deliver those services. 
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In the diagram below, we show the changes carriers are planning and a few are 

deploying. The PE router today (on the left) is the packet mover and the service 

delivery vehicle. In the future, carriers plan to move many service functions—

including some router functions (vPE)—onto VNFs running on commercial 

servers. We left 1 function, the IP VPN, on PE and vPE to represent the fact 

that some services will be delivered from both. 

 

Exhibit 1: Carriers Moving Services from Physical Router to the vPE and VNFs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

As noted in the famous ETSI NFV white paper, services will run over standard 

commercial servers: 

 

“. . . Traditional IP routers based on custom hardware and software are 

amongst the most capital-intensive portions of the service provider 

infrastructure. PE routers run out of control plane resources before they 

run out of data plane resources, and virtualization of control plane 

functions improves scalability. Substantial savings may be possible by 

moving routing functionality from purpose-built routers to equivalent 

functionality implemented in COTS hardware environments providing 

cloud computing capabilities, such as NFVI.” 

 
  

https://portal.etsi.org/nfv/nfv_white_paper.pdf
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92% Plan to Move Services from Physical Routers to  
vRouters and VNFs 

In a strong statement of a trend whose time has come, 92% of our 

August 2015 survey respondents plan to move at least 1 function or 

service at some point from their physical edge routers to software 

vRouters running on commercial servers. The next chart shows the 

summary view, and the details for all functions are in Exhibit 3. 

 

Exhibit 2: Plans to Move Services from Physical Edge Routers to vRouters and VNFs 
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Operators Want to Move a Long List of Services to vRouters 

There is a long list of services that operators want to move to vRouters; 

the most popular are firewall, QoS, load balancing, IP/MPLS VPNs, VPN 

termination, and IDS/IPS. In fact, 72% to 84% of respondents will 

definitely or likely move 8 of the 10 functions we asked about to software 

routers and VNFs (Exhibit 3 below). 

 

The top 4 services to move off routers include firewall, IP/MPLS VPNs, 

load balancing and QoS support. Firewall is universally the first function 

to be taken off physical routers, and it’s the first CPE box to be targeted 

for removal from customer sites to be delivered as a VNF. The other top 

functions are classic parts of a physical router that now can be done as 

software. The results here show the classification of router functions that 

carriers intend to move to software, and the biggest uses cases that will 

drive carriers to move from physical routers to vRouters and VNFs. 

 

Exhibit 3: Moving Services from Physical Routers to NFV Servers 
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Bottom Line 

Major changes are underway in carrier networks. For the 2nd year, we’ve 

measured the important SDN-NFV hardware-focus to software-focus trend that 

affects the router market directly. As our surveys indicate, a majority of 

operators are planning to move functions from physical edge routers to software 

vRouters and VNFs running on commercial servers in mini DCs in NG-COs. 

 

To handle the huge traffic loads at the IP edge in metros—which has 

traditionally been located in a single metro central super-POP—a majority of 

operators have established several to many NG-COs around a metro to deploy 

the IP edge functions on a more distributed basis closer to consumer and 

business customer locations. Operators are moving IP edge functions to these 

NG-COs, including distributed BRAS and CDNs and, in the process, are 

establishing mini DCs on which to offer server/storage/application cloud 

services and to deploy NFV virtualized (software) network functions. 
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To Learn More 

Join us for Router Bypass: Using NFV to Deliver Enterprise Services, a free 

educational webinar presented by IHS, Accedian Networks, Benu Networks, 

and Versa Networks: 

 

LIVE: Wednesday, November 4, 2015  

 8:00 AM PST, 11:00 AM EST, 16:00 GMT  

 

REPLAY: Watch on-demand any time  

 

Both the live event and replay can be accessed at: 

http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1057410/1B6F0248E21298373045DD5F2F27AA98 

 

 

http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1057410/1B6F0248E21298373045DD5F2F27AA98
http://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1057410/1B6F0248E21298373045DD5F2F27AA98
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